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Abstract: Confluences are key morphological nodes in braided rivers where flow converges, creating
complex flow patterns and rapid bed deformation. Field surveys and laboratory experiments have
been carried out to investigate the morphodynamic features in individual confluences, but few
have investigated the evolution processes of confluences in large braided rivers. In the current
study, a physics-based numerical model was applied to simulate a large lowland braided river
dominated by suspended sediment transport, and analyze the morphologic changes at confluences
and their controlling factors. It was found that the confluences in large braided rivers exhibit some
dynamic processes and geometric characteristics that are similar to those observed in individual
confluences arising from two tributaries. However, they also show some unique characteristics that
may result from the influence of the overall braided pattern and especially of their neighboring
upstream channels.
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1. Introduction

Braided rivers are highly dynamic systems characterized by multiple frequently joining and
bifurcating channels that form confluences and bifurcations. In these rivers, channel confluences
and bifurcations are key morphological features whose dynamics and mutual interactions control
many aspects of channel morphology and processes in braided networks. Exploring the mechanisms
underlying confluence evolution is fundamental for profoundly understanding morphodynamic
processes in braided rivers [1]. Confluences at the junctions of two river branches have been widely
studied both in the field [2,3] and in laboratory [4,5], with a few focusing on large-scale confluences [6,7].
However, confluences in large braided rivers have rarely been investigated, mainly due to the lack of
adequate methodologies to investigate large rivers with frequent channel migrations. The evolution
and morphology of confluences in large braided rivers share some common features with junctions of
two branches in a non-braided river. However, they might also be affected by the evolution of the
overall braided pattern, especially by morphologic changes in their immediate upstream neighborhood,
thereby exhibiting unique morphodynamic processes and characteristics.

Channel confluences are important sites where adjustments in flow structure, sediment transport
and channel morphology occur to accommodate the convergence of water and sediment from different
branches [8,9]. Common morphologic features often include a scour hole typically oriented along the
direction of maximum velocity, avalanche faces at the mouth of each branch, sediment deposition
within the stagnation zone at the upstream junction corner, and bars formed within the flow separation
zone [2,10,11]. The main factors that control flow structure and channel morphology at confluences
include flow and sediment discharge ratios between the two confluent channels, confluence angle
and its planform asymmetry, and the degree of bed concordance between the confluent channels [6].
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Recent findings indicate that bifurcation asymmetry is not solely controlled by flow discharge but is
rather the result of multiple factors, including varying flow discharge, changes in bed morphology, and
cross-stream water surface slopes [7]. Guillén-Ludeña et al found that the abundant sediment load of
the dominant branch plays a major role in controlling the dynamics of mountain river confluences [5].

The center of a confluence often locates a scour hole with considerable erosion depth. The scour
zone may change from trough-shaped to more basin-like as the confluence angle increases [12,13].
The scour depth of a confluence has been related to confluence angle and the relative discharge of
confluent channels [14], which typically ranges from two to four times the incoming branch channel
depths, suggesting some scale invariance in junction morphology [15]. The slopes of beds dipping into
scour holes in large braided rivers are often gentle, e.g., less than 5% in the Brahamaputra River [16].

Numerical models are useful tools to assist field research because they can provide large datasets
with sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions to investigate river morphodynamics. In recent years,
numerical models based on the basic flow and sediment transport theories, such as depth-integrated
Delft 3D [17,18], Hydrodynamics and Sediment Transport in Alluvial Rivers (HSTAR) [19] and
other physics-based models [20,21] have been developed and applied to simulate braided rivers.
These models provided new insights into the complex dynamic processes of braided rivers and
enriched theories for these systems. Yang et al developed a 2D physics-based model that divides
sediment into multiple fractions and riverbed into several vertical layers, and simulated out rivers
with morphodynamics compared well with natural braided rivers [22]. They analyzed the dynamic
processes and statistical features in these rivers and investigated the key factors controlling channel
generation and disappearance.

The present paper applies the model [22,23] to simulate large lowland sand-bed braided reaches.
Based on the quantitative data provided by the numerical simulation, the main objectives of the
current study are to analyze changes in flow field, sediment concentration, and bed elevation at typical
confluences, compare them with those observed in natural rivers, and investigate evolution processes
at confluences and the controlling factors. Results of this study will expand the current knowledge
on confluence dynamics in large sand-bed braided rivers and provide the opportunity to analyze
similarities and differences between braided rivers and other river types.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Numerical Model and Solutions

A two-dimensional depth-integrated numerical model was applied to simulate the confluence
dynamics in the lower reaches of large sand-bed braided rivers. The hydrodynamic model consists of
a mass and two momentum conservation equations, which are derived from the three-dimensional
Reynolds equations for incompressible and unsteady turbulent flows. The hydrodynamic equations
are solved using the alternating direction implicit method, which has been widely used in the solution
of shallow water equations [24].

The sediment transport is described by a two-dimensional solute transport equation and a bed
deformation equation, with a fractional method adopted to simulate the sorting process of graded
sediments. By dividing the graded sediments into N fractions, the transport of the kth size fraction is
calculated by
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where sk is the sediment concentration for size fraction k; αk is the adjustment coefficient for size fraction
k, determined based on an equation of Zhou et al [25]; ωk is the fall velocity for size fraction k, calculated
by the equation of van Rijn [26]; Dxx, Dxy, Dyx, and Dyy are depth-averaged dispersion–diffusion
coefficients in the x and y directions, respectively, with Preston’s equations adopted [27]; p0 is the
porosity of bed layer sediments; zb is the riverbed elevation; and γs is the specific weight of sediment.

The calculation of suspended sediment transport is based on an energy theory that, the total energy
of flow is divided into two parts, one part that is spent on sediment particles already in suspension
and another part that is ready for eroding more sediment particles from the bed. When the sediment
concentration is larger than the transport capacity, there is no energy left for taking more particles in
suspension, and sediment deposition might occur. Accordingly, the transport capacity for the size
fraction k of sediment particles, φk, is calculated by [28]

φk = σpkΦ(ωs) + (1− σ)pe
bkΦ(ωk) (3)

where σ = min(S/Φ(ωs), 1); S =
∑

sk; pk = sk/S; and pe
bk is the effective percentage of the kth size

fraction sediment in bed layer to be suspended.
The total transport capacity for the existing suspended sediment, Φ(ωs), is given as

Φ(ωs) = K1
γm

γs − γm

u3

gHωs
(4)

where K1 is a coefficient; γm is the specific weight of water mixed with sediment; u is the depth-averaged
flow velocity; and ωs =

∑
pkωk, denotes the average fall velocity of suspended load, with pk equaling

to the percentage of the kth size fraction of suspended load.
In order to account for the influence of bed composition, a multiple layer method is used to

simulate the spatial and temporal variations of sediment gradations in the loose bed layers. The
sediment transport equations were solved with the Ultimate QUICKEST Scheme, which was developed
to simulate 2D solute and mass transport with high concentration gradients [29]. More details on the
model and solution method can be found in [22,23,25,28].

2.2. Model Settings and Boundary Conditions

An idealized river with overloaded suspended load was set up to simulate the morphodynamic
processes in large braided rivers. The model was set up based on the data collected from the lower
reaches of Jiahetan and Huayuankou in the Yellow River in China [30,31], including flow discharge,
bed slope, sediment size distribution, and channel dimension. Previous studies showed the model
could simulate the flow and channel pattern in the lower braided reaches of the Yellow River [32]. Its
ability to represent flow, sediment transport, and statistical characteristics in large natural braided
rivers has also been validated [22].

The simulated river was approximately 50 km long and 5 km wide, initially straight and plane,
with a uniform bed slope of 0.000233. Two spur dikes were set up at the right and left bank near
the upstream boundary, aiming to accelerate the initial channel evolution process. The input flow
discharge was given as 6250 m3/s, and the sediment concentration was set to 44.5 kg/m3, referring to
the field data of the Yellow River.

The model divided the sediments into six fractions, with particle sizes ranging from 0.0025 to
0.25 mm. Figure 1 illustrates the percentage of each size fraction in flow and riverbed, respectively.
The bed was divided into three layers, with the thickness of the upper layer being 0.4 m, the middle
layer 1.0 m, and the lower layer 10.0 m, respectively. When deposition or erosion occurs on bed, the
sediments of the variation mass and the upper layer was mixed and the bed mixture composition
was renewed. A minimum water depth of 10 mm was used to resolve the drying and flooding of
floodplain. The roughness height of the channel bed was set to 10 mm. The time steps were set to 10 s
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for hydrodynamic and 20 s for sediment computations, respectively. The simulation work last over 60
days, with principal hydrodynamic and morphologic data output once a day or shorter time intervals.

Figure 1. Initial sediment settings of the six size fractions in flow and bed layers.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Channel Confluences

3.1.1. General Processes

Instabilities in the simulated braided river were initiated in the alternate shallow and deep
areas near the upstream spurs. A braided pattern was then formed through the development of
multiple row bars, which is one of the two most common mechanisms of braided pattern evolution
in natural rivers [33]. Channels divided and rejoined around bars, forming nodes typical in braided
rivers—confluences and bifurcations, usually with deep scour holes in their center (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Sequential evolution of confluences in the modelled river (water depth/m).

The confluence of one pool-bar unit is simultaneously the bifurcation of another pool-bar unit
and also acts as the branch bend scouring pool of a third confluence. For example, confluence D is
the scouring pool of the right branch of confluence E. Nodes might change their roles during channel
evolution process. The scouring pool, pool 1 at the outer bank of one branch of confluence C, evolved to
extend downstream and renovate confluence C on day 33. Confluences can also migrate downstream.
Fast flow causes fine sediment erosion at a bifurcation and at the two front sides of its downstream
bar head, with subsequent transport of the eroded sediments downstream and deposition at the
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bar-tail confluence, thereby causing infilling of the confluence head and scouring of the confluence tail.
One example of this mechanism is shown by confluence E.

3.1.2. Geometry and Controlling Factors

Confluences where two or more branches meet and intense erosion occurs, are normally located
in areas with deepest water. Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional maximum erosion depths compared
to river geometry in a fully evolved braided river, with A–G indicating the location of typical
confluences. The maximum erosion depth curve exhibits a periodic wave pattern with peaks and
valleys, representing local minimum and maximum erosion depths, respectively. Generally, most of
the cross-sectional topographic valleys are located at confluences, with the rest being scouring pools at
channel bends. Confluence erosion tends to be more intense when the total confluence channel width
is narrower.

Figure 3. Cross-sectional maximum erosion depths compared to river geometry in a fully evolved river
(day 33).

Table 1 lists the gross hydraulic and geometric features of confluences A–G. The deepest scour
hole mostly occurred at the confluences with two branches most similar to each other. For example,
despite not having the fastest flow or largest discharge, confluence E (discharge ratio being 1.16, closest
to 1) still developed the deepest scour hole (4.01 m). Nevertheless, the confluence with branches
least similar to each other (for example, discharge ratio being 3.27 for confluence A) also formed a
remarkably deep scour hole (3.99 m), when the dominant branch played a key role in this process.

Table 1. Parameters of seven typical confluences in a fully evolved river (day 33).

No.

Maximum
Scour
Depth

(m)

Water
Depth

(m)

Maximum
Flow

Velocity
(m/s)

Discharge
of Left
Branch
(m3/s)

Discharge
of Right
Branch
(m3/s)

Discharge
Ratio

Angle of
Two

Branches
(◦)

Angle to
Left

Branch
(◦)

A −2.67 3.78 2.40 2133.1 652.4 3.27 34.22 8.10
B −2.24 3.37 1.96 1599.3 539.3 2.97 34.68 15.55
C −2.49 3.56 2.08 1385.0 1738.7 1.26 42.86 9.55
D −1.51 2.58 1.73 1916.1 826.7 2.32 36.17 13.59
E −3.10 3.99 2.12 1096.0 948.2 1.16 49.40 14.93
F −2.46 3.42 2.10 498.3 1333.9 2.68 50.24 29.89
G −2.31 3.27 2.08 1089.3 724.2 1.50 50.87 29.71

Note: Discharge ratio = discharge of dominant branch/discharge of secondary branch.

The confluence scour axis tends to be parallel to the dominant branch, forming a smaller angle
with it, except for confluences C and G. On one hand, faster flow existing in the dominant branch
eroded more sediments from the riverbed and formed the scour hole head. On the other hand, the
flow direction of a confluence was oriented towards the dominant branch, determining the scour hole
axis direction. However, at confluences C and G, the confluence scour axis was directed towards the
secondary branch. For confluence C, the scour hole intruded into the secondary (left) branch (Figure 4a),
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so that the hole direction was mainly determined by the secondary branch flow. For confluence G,
flow was influenced by upstream channel evolution and was mostly parallel to the secondary (right)
branch, resulting in the scour hole axis direction oriented to the secondary branch as well.

Figure 4. Evolution process of confluences B–F (erosion depth/m): (a) 3D channel morphology; (b) 2D
plane map with depth-averaged velocity (m/s).

3.1.3. Morphology and Evolution Process

The evolution trend of the whole channel pattern dominated the evolution of confluences B to
F (Figure 4). In particular, the significant growth of channel 1, closely related to the enlargement of
confluence C, controlled the consequent generation and disappearance of its downstream confluences
including D, E, F, and H. In 15 days, the ridge between the two branches of confluence B was eroded
away, encouraging the growth of it right branch and confluence C (Figure 4b). Accordingly, confluence
C moved downstream to merge with its neighborhood pool (pool C’) and became the deepest one.
Channel 1 became the largest one in the reach. Due to the large amount of flow diverted into channel 1,
confluences D and F gradually disappeared under the rapid blockage of one branch, and confluence
E with its branches experienced a decrease in flow, resulting in sediment deposition and overall
confluence weakening. Meanwhile, as channel 1 grew, water overflowed out of its downstream channel
bend, leading to the formation of a new channel (channel 3) and consequently a new confluence,
confluence H.

A remarkably steeper bed developed at the mouth of confluence branches, similar to avalanche
faces in small-scale confluences (Figure 4a, day 33). A ridge sometimes developed in a newly formed
branch, which can be viewed as a type of avalanche face. When one branch is obviously dominant,
there is no visible avalanche face at its mouth, as shown by confluences B and F (Figure 4a), whose
discharge ratios are 2.97 and 2.68, respectively (Table 1). Conversely, avalanche faces often exist in their
secondary branch. However, when one branch does not fully dominate over the other one, avalanche
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faces generally occur at both of the branch mouths. For example, at confluence E that exhibits two
relatively equivalent branches in terms of discharge, there are two visible avalanche faces in front of
the scour hole, with digging slopes being 70- and 50-fold of the original bed slope, respectively.

3.2. Morphodynamic Processes at a Typical Confluence

Confluence E was chosen to perform a profound analysis of morphodynamic changes occurring
at a typical confluence.

3.2.1. Evolution and Geometry

Confluence E experienced a period of expansion and then contraction, when the dominant channel
switched from the left branch to the right one (Figure 5). As mentioned before, confluence E was largely
filled in due to flow recession as flow being diverted away from its upstream channel. The right branch
began to lose its dominant role around day 32, as the left branch progressively increased in terms of
size and discharge. The location of maximum erosion depth gradually moved from the left bank to the
midchannel during day 25 to 32 when the discharge ratio between the two branches approached 1,
and then migrated progressively closer to the right bank when the discharge ratio increased above 1
(Table 1).

Figure 5. Evolution process of confluence E (erosion depth/m).

Sequential changes of flow discharge for the two branches of confluence E are illustrated in
Figure 6. The left branch flow experienced a slight decrease and then steadily increased up to a
maximum of 1092 m3/s on day 33. This increase appeared to result partly from the closure of a middle
channel between two adjacent bars enclosed by the left and right branches and partly from channel
widening (Figure 5). Then the discharge gradually decreased down until day 40. Meanwhile, discharge
of the right branch increased up to 1687 m3/s due to channel constraint and the disappearance of a small
bifurcation. After that, a newly formed channel branched a large portion of flow and consequently led
to a discharge decrease of the right branch down to a minimum of 576 m3/s. During day 32 to 33 the
two branches showed very similar discharge values. Before that, the right branch was dominant, while
after that the left branch became dominant.
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Figure 6. Sequential changes of flow discharge for the two branches of confluence E.

Figure 7 illustrates the variation of the orientation angles between confluence C and its two
branches (θ1 and θ2 in Figure 5). The orientation of the confluence angle was mainly controlled by the
discharge of its two branches. Initially, the discharge of the right branch was substantially larger than
that of the left branch (Figure 6) and the confluence axis aligned closely with the direction of the right
branch (Figure 7). As discharge decreased in the right branch and increased in the left branch, the
orientation angle of the right branch increased while the angle of the left branch decreased. By day
32, the two branches had comparable discharges and the scour axis approximately bisected the scour
angle, when the scour hole at confluence E enlarged and deepened considerably (Figure 5, day 32).

Figure 7. Changes in the orientation angle of the two branches of confluence E with respect to the
confluence axis.

3.2.2. Flow Field and Morphology

Flow velocities at seven channel cross-sections on day 32, E1 to E7, are shown in Figure 8, with
five located on confluence E and two located on its two branches. At the head of confluence E, section
E3 exhibited two velocity cores, with a zone of lower velocity occurring in the central area where
the two flows combined. When it comes to downstream sections E4 and E5, flow concentrated and
accelerated to form one major core in the hole center. Flow velocity at sections E4 and E5 peaked close
to the right bank, promoting more sediment eroded away from the right bank and thus developing a
steeper bank slope.
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Figure 8. Distribution of depth-averaged flow velocities through confluence E on day 32 (erosion
depth/m).

Water was deepest at section E5, which was located approximately in the center of the confluence,
but the fastest flow occurred at section E6, which was located toward the end of the confluence. A
similar pattern was also often observed at the other six confluences shown in Figure 4. This might
explain the commonly observed downstream migration of confluence scour holes, with deposition
occurring at the hole heads and erosion occurring at the hole tails. The bed morphology of the
confluence is related to a characteristic trough-shaped scour hole in the center with a steeper front
face than the tail.Flow in the two branches seemed to mingle faster than natural rivers [6]. This might
result from the rapid changing mixed bed layers in the model.

3.2.3. Relationships Between Flow Velocity, Shear Stress and Bed Elevation

Simulation results for a cross-section on the left branch of confluence E (Figure 5, day 28) were
extracted to analyze factors influencing morphodynamic changes in flow channel, with Figure 9
showing changes in flow velocity, shear stress and bed elevation across the section over eight days.

Although the major peaks in flow velocity, shear stress, and flow depth were initially located
between the channel center and the right bank (peak 1 on day 15 in Figure 9), their exact locations
differed, with the peak of flow depth being closer to the right bank. Over the next few days, shear
stress and flow velocity of peak 1 continued to decrease, thereby promoting sediment deposition and
riverbed becoming shallower. In contrast, the secondary peak, peak 2 of shear stress, continued to
increase until it reached a value higher than peak 1, while bed topography remained nearly unchanged.
As shear stress reached its maximum value across the channel and more sediments were carried way
from the bed, a new thalweg developed in the channel, with peaks in flow velocity and shear stress
occurring coincident to the thalweg (Figure 9, day 23). This process indicates that increasing shear
stress and flow velocity caused local erosion, resulting in riverbed deepening. Importantly, there was a
time lag before thalweg matched the peaks.
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Figure 9. Spatial distribution of flow velocity, water depth and shear stress across the left branch of
confluence E.

3.3. Discussion

Many previous studies focused on the confluence dynamics but mostly, only one single confluence
is chosen for analysis. However, confluences in braided rivers might present a different situation
because of the complicated diverging and converging network. Therefore, this study put confluences
under a reach background to investigate their dynamics and mutual influences between each other.

The analysis of confluences in the simulated river indicates that, the dynamics and morphology
of confluences in a braided network show many similarities to those of previous findings from single
confluence. Confluences often migrate downstream due to deposition at scour hole heads and erosion
at tails, which is also common in natural rivers and has been suggested to be controlled by aggradation
in the confluence area and local avulsions of the primary channel [34]. The confluence scour hole
is normally located close to the downstream bank of the secondary branch and has a steeper bank
slope, which is the common for natural river confluences [2]. The bed morphology of the confluence is
characterized by a trough-shaped scour hole in the center with a steeper front face than the tail, which
was observed in laboratory flumes by Ribeiro et al. [4]. As found in the experiment of Mosley [35],
when two branches have comparable discharges, the scour hole considerably enlarges and deepens.
Avalanche faces exist at the mouth of confluence branches, with relatively gentler scour slopes than
those of small-scale confluences. This observation agrees with the findings of Szupiany et al. [6] and
Best and Ashworth [16] in large sand-bed rivers.

Confluences in braided rivers also show some differences with those of single confluences in
natural rivers. The development of some key element (like channel 1) controls the evolution trend
of its downstream confluences. The discharge ratio of two branches is more like a direct indicator of
confluence changes rather than governing it. One example is that the axis of some confluences tends to
be parallel to the secondary branch, which is opposite to previous findings [12,14], gives an illustration
for this viewpoint. However, there are rarely any research analyzing the influence of upstream pattern
on confluence morphology, so that our research might give an enlightenment to study confluence
dynamics from the whole reach, especially for braided rivers. Besides, the location of deepest scour
hole moved with the discharge ratio between the two branches, being close to the downstream bank
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of the secondary branch. Rhoads and Kenworthy [2,10] observed similar processes in field research,
but they suggested that the velocity has the most significant influence other than the discharge ratio.
The flow in two branches of the confluence in the predicted reach seems to mingle faster than natural
rivers [6], which might result from bed layer settings in the model.

As for numerical model, it is still not clear what processes are essential for a model to produce
a braided pattern. The key elements in our model include basic hydrodynamic and sediment
transport principles, a multiple fractional method for graded sediments, a multiple layer arrangement
for vertical sorting process, and deposition dominated processes. Nicholas [19] proposed that the
parameterizations of secondary circulation and local bed slope effects on sediment transport are key
controls of bar and bifurcation evolution, but in the present model these effects are not included,
though both models concentrate on large braided rivers with a sand-bed and include the bank erosion
scheme and a momentum-conserving hydrodynamic model. Nonetheless, it is acknowledged that
graded sediments division into multiple fractions are essential for models to represent the non-uniform
sediment transport in real rivers, because sediment entrainment and transport are non-linearly related
to bed shear stress [36,37]. This is seen in the present model which produced a more realistic braided
river with confluence showing similar dynamics and geomorphology to natural rivers, and a recent
study also includes this effect in delft 3D, illustrating its important role in predicting bed sediment and
erosion deposition in braided rivers [38].

The present work studies confluence dynamics in braided rivers with model simulation, and
illustrates the potential to investigate morphodynamic processes with models by analyzing interactions
between hydraulic condition, sediment transport, and bed morphologic changes. Existing braided
river models usually include the spatially explicit predictions of water depth, flow velocity, sediment
transport rate and bed topography with varying water surface elevation. However, most works
focus on analyzing morphologic changes and statistical characteristics of the braided pattern or local
units [18], or on predicting the multiple flow routines in real rivers [38,39], mainly because the model
ability is still considered to be limited in representing the complicated processes in natural rivers.
Nevertheless, river simulation works have benefited from discussing morphodynamics based on
hydraulic interactions between the flow and floodplain. For example, Harrison et al. [40] quantified the
flow exchanges between the river channel and its floodplain in the process of a chute formation with a
morphodynamic model, and Wu [31] well predicted the flow field in the lower braided reaches of the
Yellow River. As the representation of models is improved in physical processes that are critical to
channel morphodynamics, it might be possible for future research work to seek to investigate detailed
processes in braided rivers by numerical simulation.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, an existing numerical model was employed to simulate natural large lowland
braided rivers. The morphodynamic processes and their controlling factors at confluences were
investigated and the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. In a braided river, a major change in the braiding pattern can control the overall evolution process
of the confluences downstream, e.g., confluence generation and enlargement, or decline and
disappearance. Locally, flow from neighboring upstream channels often plays a key role in
influencing the dynamics and geometry of a confluence.

2. A steep bed slope similar to avalanche face in small-scale confluence can develop at the mouth of
the confluent branches. When one branch has a fully dominating discharge, avalanche face only
occurs at the mouth of the secondary branch; when the two branches have similar discharges,
avalanche faces occur at the mouths of both branches.

3. The confluence scour hole is normally located close to the downstream bank of the secondary
branch, which often has a steeper bank slope. Downstream migration of a scour hole is common
due to sediment deposition at its head and erosion at its tail, with maximum flow velocity
occurring behind the hole center with deepest flow.
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4. Generally, the discharge ratio between the two branches of a confluence indicates its flow direction,
shape, depth and orientation. As the discharge ratio decreases, the scour angle between the two
branches is enlarged and the scour hole deepens. The confluence flow direction and scour axis
usually tends to be parallel to the dominant branch. However, an opposite situation occurs for
some confluences due to the influence from upstream flow conditions.

5. Increased shear stress and flow velocity may cause local erosion and scour deepening when there
is a time lag before thalweg location coincides with flow peaks.
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